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11 Dec 2011 - I am currently using this toolkit with AutoKMS. I would like to uninstall it
and go back to Retail. Is there a way to change the installation of Office... Question | 0

replies Question | 0 answers Question | 2 answers Question | 1 answers Question | 0
answers The question about the repairs Question about the repairs: I live in a privatized
apartment, apartment on two owners, and I was sued, they say I broke the wall between
the bathroom and toilet, I did not know that the wall between the toilets is not bearing,

when I broke the wall, the neighbor was not at home, and when he ... Question - answer |
0 answers I want to file for divorce, what do I need? My husband and I have two children
9 years and 3 years, and we have rent arrears of over 5,000. We want to file for divorce,
but my husband does not want to go to the registry. Can we divorce without his consent?
What do I have to do? Dear Catherine! If you with your husband and children live in a

privatized apartment, then you should go to the Registry Office at the place of residence
and submit there a joint application on dissolution of marriage. You will need to provide
your passport, your and your children's passports, marriage certificate and a receipt for
payment of state duty. If you and your children live in municipal or state housing, you

will need to submit an application for dissolution of marriage, providing passports (yours
and your children's), marriage certificate, a receipt of payment of state duty. In this case,
your marriage will not be dissolved, but it will simply be terminated the status of persons
cohabiting with you. If you have children under the age of 18 years, you not only can, but

are obliged to live with your husband. Article 21 of the Family Code of the Russian
Federation. Dissolution of marriage by judicial procedure 1. the Dissolution of marriage

is carried out in court if the spouses have common minor children, except in the cases
stipulated by clause 2 of article 19 of this Code, or in the absence of consent of one of the
spouses to divorce. 2. Content: In what cases can you divorce through the Registry Office
In what cases can divorce without a court Are there cases in the law, when the marriage

can be dissolved without the consent of one of the spouses?
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